“I tetti di Roma” bed & breakfast in Rome

via casalmonferrato, 3 00182 ROME intercom: Di Gangi (int. 15)
mobile-phone: 3389366938 home-phone: 067017923 fax: 0670393799
e-mail: info@itettidiroma.it http://www.itettidiroma.it
If you arrive by train:
From TERMINI STATION you should take Line A of the subway direction ANAGNINA. Your stop is the forth one called RE
DI ROMA and from there just follow the red line that is indicated on the map (100 mt.).
If you arrive by plane to Fiumicino airport “Leonardo da Vinci”:
Inside the airport you will find the train station. You have to take the train FIUMICINO-FARA SABINA or FIUMICINO
ORTE. Let’s get off at TUSCOLANA STATION. Outside the station just follow the gree line on the map (300 mt.). The
train takes half an hour from the airport to the Tuscolana Station. There is one every 15 min. and it costs 8 €.
IMPORTANT: from the same train station inside the “Leonardo Da Vinci” airport you can also take a through train to
TERMINI STATION. This train takes the same time of the first one, there is one every 30 min. and it costs 14 €. If you
arrive in TERMINI STATION you have to take the underground (see the previous direction).
If you arrive by plane to Ciampino airport:
Just take a shuttle-bus to ANAGNINA underground station. From there take the metro until RE DI ROMA. Outside the
underground just follow the red line on the map (100 mt.).
If you arrive by car:
from the highway take the Rome “GRANDE RACCORDO ANULARE” (GRA) following the FIRENZE-L’AQUILA direction.
Get the exit number 14 of GRA. After few Kms follow the SAN GIOVANNI direction. Now you are on the “tangenziale
est”. Cover it until you’ll meet the traffic lights. Turn on the left: you are here (via Monza)

P.S.: if you need, I can reserve a taxi for you: 35 € from CIA airport, 45 € from FCO one.

